FRENCH  POLITICAL  THOUGHT
They rejected any idea of direct hereditary right, whether of
monarch or Aristocracy, as being, every whit as dogmatic and
a priori as the abstract ideologies of the Revolution. The King
had a certain part to play ; they were not Republicans, and saw
in the Monarchy a useful kind of brake on hasty action, but
this part must be clearly defined, and the limits of his authority
clearly fixed, otherwise you got Louis XIV. or Napoleon—
both abhorrent to the good Liberal. A second Chamber of
hereditary peers might be useful—most Liberals thought so—
but again within clearly fixed boundaries. No individual or class
must claim greater power than what the law allows ; there must
be no arbitrary authority and no privilege.
It is clear from this that we do not use legalist in any
pejorative sense. The assertion of law, and particularly of
constitutional law, against the caprice of Napoleon, against the
vagaries of the Ultras and of Charles X., was necessary and
useful. The weak point of this legalism was its failure to see
that the legal rights painfully won by a class conscious of its
fitness for power—and this is the history of Liberalism from
1815 to 1830—might soon become a privilege to be tenaciously
defended against the no less well-founded claims of another
class no less conscious of the same political fitness—and this is
the history of Liberalism from 1830 to 1848. French Liberalism
clearly shows, in fact, both the strength and the weakness
of a belief in the finality of law against human wishes and
caprices. Having clearly grasped the effectiveness of law
against the tyranny of individual, or even of assembly, they
failed to see that the upholding of a law as something un-
alterable, even <by legal methods, led straight to revolution
—and this is of course all the more strange in that they
got their chance only owing to the blindness of the Ultras
in 1830.
Closely akin to this clinging to rigid law is the belief in the
value of institutions. True freedom depends partly on law and
definition, partly on good machinery—/^, a parliament, a
judiciary and an executive, both independent of the legislature
and particularly of each other, on sound decentralization and
a limited freedom of the Press.
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